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INTERVIEW Daniel Josefsohn

VIDEO

“Photography is not
about being
society’s darling”
Advertising, fashion, art: DANIEL JOSEFSOHN
is hard to pigeonhole. SILKE HOHMANN met
the Berlin photographer and spoke with him about
his extensive monograph, out now
“The Sandman” © Daniel Josefsohn
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“The world’s best fashion photo” © Daniel Josefsohn
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aniel Josefsohn still fits the bill of your
average troublemaker: forever seeking
attention, eliciting a response, up for
a debate. Guys like him much prefer to be
stressed than to be bored. The telephones
in his studio – and he has several – are forever buzzing. Josefsohn is yelling into the
mike, demonstrating aﬀection and aversion
all at once, raucous one second, charming
the next. Boredom is something the photographer simply cannot take. Standard situations are not his thing, which is more than
evident from his demeanor just as it is from
his photographs.
Daniel Josefsohn shot to fame overnight in
the 1990s with his promotion campaign for
MTV Germany. Two years ago he suﬀered a
stroke, which has left the left-hand side of
his body partially paralyzed. Not that this
dented his career as one of Germany’s most
influential photographers. An example: Not

so long ago Josefsohn transformed the alcove of his Berlin apartment into a photo
studio, complete with a black light-absorbing background and beautifully diﬀuse daylight. Major stage actors including Frank
Castorf, Martin Wuttke, René Pollesch and
the writer Daniel Kehlmann have already
paid him a visit for a portrait series.
Josefsohn’s first major monograph “OK
DJ” has just been published, and flicking
through it you can’t help but notice the influence his pictorial idiom has had on visual
culture of the last 20 years. A photographer
who always favored the immediate, imperfect, even dirty and funny over pristine aestheticism. Josefsohn’s pictures clearly communicate that the man who did them also
donned the role of protagonist, provoking the right setting to breathe life into the
kind of shots he wants. His portrait of NBA
star Dirk Nowitzki? Dressed only in banana
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“Dear Helmut dear George I also wanted to play with the toy train” © Daniel Josefsohn
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fancy skirt. His campaign for a menswear
outlet? Just short of a public scandal, no, it’s
actually gone beyond it. The publication is
not a chronological monograph, the artist
himself selected and arranged the pictures,
every celebrity portrait is countered in a
way that is typical of Josefsohn, whether it’s
Franz Beckenbauer or Monica Lewinsky. It’s
his cheerful recalcitrance that allows Daniel
Josefsohn to escape pigeonholes. Be it fashion, art or advertising – good pictures make
it anywhere.

Daniel Josefsohn, there is a beautiful self-portrait of you that was done not so long ago. In
it, you are wearing your grandmother’s mink
shawl, and your comment is: “Resistance
looks good on anyone.”
My grandmother was the only member of
my mother’s side of the family to survive
Auschwitz. After the War she relocated to
Israel. She was a very wise woman. And I
love that shawl dearly. Frank Castorf was
the first person to wear it in a photograph.
He had asked me to do the oﬃcial photo
for his “Ring” production at the Bayreuth
Festival. My original idea was to portrait all
the various Wagner families from Bayreuth
in the shawl. In other words, not the Wagners from the Green Hill, but the Wagners
who own a garage in Bayreuth and all those
other mere mortals whose surname is Wagner and who happen to live in Bayreuth.

You use an accessory to give your pictures a
particular thrust. Sometimes even entire series. Take, for example, the series featuring
the “Star Wars” stormtrooper helmets, the
most important one of which has to be the
one entitled: “Dear Helmut dear George I also
wanted to play with the toy train”.
I intended those pictures to be a critique
of society. George Lucas and Helmut New-

ton simply served as visual stimuli I wanted
to play with. But the bottom line of what I
wanted to convey was this whole polemic
about Alice Schwarzer that is still contained
in the Newton image. Is this art? Is it pornography? Is it eroticism? Incidentally, over half
of the women in the picture have got a Ph.D
now. None of them was a professional model.

“I don’t want to be defined
through a specific style at all. For
me a good photograph needs a
good idea behind it. I’d put it like
that: the style is essentially defined via the visual idea, not the
other way around”
The image is perfectly staged, and yet you
usually use a photographic style that is very
immediate.
I don’t want to be defined through a specific style at all. For me a good photograph
needs a good idea behind it. I’d put it like
that: the style is essentially defined via the
visual idea, not the other way around.

Like placing a few skateboards outside the
house of the so-called Cannibal of Rothenburg?
Do something about people’s dark side! Or
so the job description went. Cannibalism
transgresses this pain barrier. You don’t really want to have to imagine it. And so we
went about the whole thing as if it were a
bad episode of the crime series “Tatort”.
We dressed like members of the forensics
squad, in these white overalls on which we
had inscribed “Police” with Edding pen,
and we had a dog called Jesus. Then we cordoned oﬀ the road and arranged lumps of
meat on the sidewalk in Ziploc freezer bags.
It was a kind of dry run but in an extremely
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“Ich” © Daniel Josefsohn
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real setting. Incidentally, the photo is entitled “Evidence”.

You provoke by pushing things to the limits.
How did you come up with the idea of attaching a “Disco sucks” patch to a burka?
That piece wasn’t commissioned. A friend
of mine was traveling to Afghanistan and
I insisted that she bring me back a burka.
It wasn’t hard to come by and so I got my
burka – but ended up being very disappointed. Somehow I had imagined it to be
more sophisticated or interesting. Then I
came across this perfect patch in my skateboard box, attached it to the fabric with a
safety pin, et voilà, suddenly it was perfect
for me. I called the image “Blitzkrieg” in reference to recent events.

What do you think of Terry Richardson?
What do I think of him? He’s an incredibly
well-paid photographer and for a long time
he did really well orchestrating his own personal playground in the advertising world.
And we all loved him for it.

On the other hand, his social reputation has
taken a dent now that he’s being accused of
having abused several of his models.
It’s like that: Often people are hated for precisely the same reasons for which they were
loved beforehand. My guess is that Terry
Richardson will survive. He made a lot of
money with it. And anyway, photography is
not about being society’s darling.

Why do you dislike being associated with
fashion photography?
Every photo I’ve ever done can be associated with fashion in one way or another.
Ideally the image captures a lifestyle that
many can identify with though it simply
celebrates individuality. I love fashion, and

I love good fashion photography. For me
there’s no better fashion photographer than
Wolfgang Tillmans. He was the unrivaled
superstar when it came to conveying fashion the way it was worn in the street. Not the
unattainable fashion world of the few upper
thousand able to aﬀord haute couture.

“The MTV campaign was very
honest. That’s the goal I’ve
set myself – only to do things that
are honest, if possible”
The street is more important than the catwalk.
Precisely, and for a long time my gallery was
the site fence. When the MTV campaign, a
joint project with Chris Rehberger, came out
in 1994, it was all over Germany. And it was
extremely honest: “Welcome home – bitch”,
“Welcome home – egotist”, “Badly dressed,
you smell, but welcome home.” That generation took this kind of honesty very seriously and cherished it. That’s what made
the campaign so successful – and turned me
into a rock star. That’s the goal I’ve set myself – only to do things that are honest, if
possible. I also like good advertising, but it
has to be honest and cool. Sadly, we don’t
see much of it because clients are afraid.
And the budget is used up quickly. And you
have to be able to take that kind of honesty.

Which tends to undermine corporate interests
of course. Your photo entitled “Anus” shows
models of a major fashion show gathering under a motorway bridge
The picture happened as a by-product. They
are models from Hugo Boss who went to get
stoned after the show. I followed them and
found them lighting up under the bridge.
But it doesn’t really matter whether they’re
models or not. It’s about capturing this mo6
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Trailer by Daniel Josefsohn (script, cinematography and direction) for the play “Der Spieler” after Dostoyevsky by Frank
Castorf at Berlin’s Volksbühne. © Daniel Josefsohn

ment of freedom: being high on an empty
autobahn …

Are you fed up with the fashion world?
No, not at all, but it has to have class. The
worst thing for me is cheap perfume. Those
who can’t aﬀord to buy a Gucci bag go and
invest 60 euros in perfume, which also has
Gucci inscribed on it. Now here’s an idea:
why not put straps on the packaging and use
it as a makeshift bag?

You once did a similar photo for the Berlin-based label Bless: a rock with a Bless label
and straps.
Yes, that was during a trip to Iceland, in a
boulder field. After the shoot we took the
Bless rock with us everywhere. For me Bless
is the best fashion label of all. It’s art you can
wear. But not readily accessible. You need
to develop an understanding of fashion to
really appreciate it.

You also took objects by Bless to Ethiopia and
asked the natives to put them on.
This guy in the two-piece suit by Bless, a
wig and sunglasses, had never before in his
life heard of fashion. Or the young woman
with the red-green glasses. Quite likely she
was married when she was 12 years old,
and yet for me she is a true top model simply because at that moment she wore those
glasses with the
utmost freedom
and naturalness.
And she carries
it oﬀ. It’s impossible to stage it.

“OK DJ” by Daniel
Josefsohn was published on October 6
by Hatje Cantz, 160
pages, 29.80 euros
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